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On behalf of the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT), this report summarizes the
critical work completed by WSDOT in support of ESB 5096 Section 217 (2), provided solely for
succession planning and leadership training.

Background:
As of October 31, 2018, WSDOT had 7,013 permanent full-time employees. Agency-wide, 42% (2,770)
of these employees have the “possibility” of retiring by 2022 and 20% (1,282) are considered
“probable” to retire. The forecasts are based on employee age, retirement plans and years of service.
“Possible” refers to those eligible to retire with reduced or full benefits. “Probable” refers to
employees eligible to retire with full benefits. A large percentage of these projected departures will
occur in higher-level positions with employees that have a profound knowledge of the organization
and in leadership roles.
As employees retire, WSDOT faces a significant challenge—hiring, retaining and developing the
knowledge of a skilled and trained workforce. Knowing this risk, WSDOT has sought to create a robust
and inclusive leadership development program that considers the full spectrum of the employee
experience, from entry level to executive. This leadership development program will identify and
further develop talented employees who show the potential to progress and assume key management
positions in the future, based on their performance. Overlooking the value of cultivating our own inhouse talent can be a critical mistake. Leadership programs not only ease the chain of succession, a
good program also makes employees more connected and engaged to the organization. This opens up
opportunities for knowledge transfer across the agency while supporting the Governor’s directive to be
an Employer of Choice. Additionally, this leadership program supports primary aspects of building a
great agency culture, highlighting opportunities for growth and development, which is a compelling
recruitment tool for sourcing new talent outside of the agency.

Identifying leadership needs:
On July 1, 2017, WSDOT dedicated one position to focus on developing and coordinating a leadership
program for the agency. Over the last 18 months, this dedicated resource has been working to engage
and gather information from internal and external stakeholders and partners to develop a leadership
training structure.
Because of this funding, WSDOT was able to achieve the following results:
 WSDOT has set a goal of providing leadership training to 500 employees by 2019. As of the
writing of this report, over 1,041 employees statewide have enrolled, attended, or are
scheduled to attend one of WSDOT’s leadership training events. This group of employees
includes employees interested in developing leadership skills, entry-level supervisors, mid-level
management and executive management.
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Identified leadership needs and competencies by meeting and facilitating with agency
Executives, HR Managers, internal stakeholders and external agency partners. Through these
strategic, facilitated discussions it was determined the agency does not have a strong pipeline
of leadership talent in the current state with existing staff, and investment in employee
development is not only necessary, but critical to WSDOT’s future workforce
Because of these facilitated discussions with internal and external leaders and subject matter
experts, a five-track leadership development structure called Learn Forward is currently under
way. This opportunity allows all WSDOT employees – regardless of level or position – to
develop leadership qualities to improve internal communication, cooperation and workflow
while empowering an individual’s professional development.
Partnered with Department of Enterprise Services (DES) to align WSDOT’s proposed structure
with leadership development initiatives occurring at the enterprise-level. This has helped
employees connect WSDOT’s training model to the statewide leadership development
program. The alignment will ensure competencies are clear and consistent for an employee to
develop and progressively move across all state agencies. This collaborative partnership has
also helped to share resources and explore other areas of opportunities and cost-savings across
agencies.
Created the Learn Forward program’s framework, set delivery milestones and worked with
internal and external staff to create an effective marketing campaign that would appeal to
current and future employees. This will ultimately increase engagement and retention of the
employee, in turn strengthening the workforce of the future.
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The training principles & learning outcomes identified for each phase include:
o Leading Self (Launched August 2018): Increases self-awareness to facilitate the personal
growth needed to lead others; mindfulness. Within the first four months, learners have
begun the four-phase path of leading self. The learning outcomes are:
 Build relationships;
 Communicates effectively;
 Accountability and responsibility;
 Basic delegation and prioritization.
o Leading Others (Scheduled to launch December 2018): Understands responsibility as a
supervisor and has knowledge to carry those responsibilities. Has competence and
confidence to lead and support a collaborative and inclusive team environment focusing
on people and results. Builds trusting relationships inside and outside the organization.
The learning outcomes are:
 Fosters teamwork and collaboration;
 Public speaking;
 Crucial conversations;
 Budget and program knowledge;
 Demonstrate support for staff.
o Leading Teams (Scheduled to launch by August 2019): Fosters a learning environment
that enables employees to do their best work every day. Engages staff to seek creative
solutions, continuously improve and see the connection of their work in accomplishing
the goals of the agency. The learning outcomes are:
 Leads and navigates change;
 Develops people;
 Fosters learning;
 Navigating political environments;
 Organizational ownership.
o Leading Organizations (Funding will determine launch date): Leaders who contribute
through their team’s success and strengthen the agency’s workplace culture through
modeling and championing agency values in their daily work. The learning outcomes
are:
 Legislative and political awareness;
 Models and champions agency culture and values;
 Drives results;
 Change agent;
 Leading multiple teams across boundaries;
 Embraces and embeds inclusion in decision-making;
 Master communicator;
 Succession planning foresight.
o Executive Onboarding (Funding will determine launch date): A growing pipeline of
skilled senior managers and developing leaders who are committed to serving the
people of Washington State. The learning outcomes are:
 Makes things happen as a public servant;
 Cultivates a shared, strategic vision;
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Identifies challenges and opportunities through interactions with political
leaders and legislative staffers;
Influential and inspirational Leadership.

Developed the first track within the leadership series titled, “Leading Self.” This track is a
blended learning experience allowing employees to take advantage of the agency’s online
learning environment, as well as internal and external instructor-led courses. The organization
has received feedback that this training gives them a greater understanding of what the agency
is trying to achieve and they feel more connected to the agency’s mission as a result.
Employees, at all levels and within all disciplines, will have the opportunity to access this track.
This is a four-phase self-guided program designed to increase self-awareness and provide
valuable skills to foster teamwork, collaboration, build relationships and communicate
effectively.
o Phase 1 orients employees to the agency, and provides information about strategic plan
goal areas, policies and mandatory training.
o Phase 2 provides training relevant to agency core training principles identified for all
employees.
o Phase 3 allows learners to customize their leadership journey by selecting courses
relevant to their professional growth.
o Phase 4 provides learners a series of instructor-led trainings aligning with enterprise
leadership principles and competencies. Course requirements must be completed for
each phase before advancing to the next phase.



Identified leadership gaps WSDOT will face due to retirements, attrition, future organizational
structures and business needs. This analysis has proven critical to identifying short and longterm staffing needs in order to ensure we have the right leaders in place to meet the priorities
of the future.
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Established relationships and interfaced with vendors and internal subject matter experts to
develop a plan to administer modern learning and development technology. WSDOT worked in
partnership with DES to submit a decision package to pilot a new Learning Management
System. The feasibility study, completed on September 30, 2018, and attached to this report,
resulted in a decision package being submitted by DES and included in the Governor’s budget.
This position will be needed to facilitate a smooth execution, assignment and tracking of
program activities.
Led and coordinated efforts to increase percentage and value of the Employee Engagement
survey, including leading the efforts of creating and implementing a statewide plan to increase
employee participation. The agency made an internal goal to increase the percentage from last
year’s 47% participation rate to 50%. The efforts led by this position helped the agency exceed
this year’s goal by reaching 70% participation rate. The feedback collected from this survey will
influence the development of Learn Forward.

Scheduled for Next Year:
The investments the legislature has made thus far has allowed us to make significant progress in
understanding our training gaps and developing a leadership training program, however there is still
much work to be done over the next several years. The department will continue to refine and
implement strategies that will improve succession planning, employee value proposition, reduce
attrition rates and enhance operational efficiency. Continuing this work is vital to the development,
implementation and overall success of a recognized Leadership Program for the agency. The future
state following implementation will be important for the program to be sustained and maintained in
order to stay current and provide a modern and effective employee-learning environment. It is critical
to the future of WSDOT’s workforce to be appropriately and continuously developed as it is the biggest
asset and resource of the organization. Effective training designed specifically to meet organizational
demands is something that has been identified as a need within the organization. In addition, this
proposal would provide WSDOT with the adequate resources needed to not only build and implement
the program, but also work with external stakeholders within the enterprise to evaluate and acquire a
learning management system that can effectively support and sustain a WSDOT Leadership
Development program of the future.
Sustained, long-term funding will further the program by:




Measuring and analyzing the results of the Leading Self track. There are specific reflection steps
incorporated into the learner’s experience where they are able to provide feedback on their
satisfaction of the course and applicability within their current role at WSDOT. The agency will
take appropriate steps to improve the track based on the feedback of the learners.
Working with the WSDOT Communications staff and external partners to market and brand the
program. This includes leading the development of marketing materials and a communication
plan that can be used to educate and inspire internal employees. This includes materials that
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can be used for recruitment related purposes so WSDOT can remain competitive as an
employer of choice and motivate candidates to apply.
Facilitating internal and external subject matter experts to create training schedules and
coordinate logistics of how coursework and knowledge transfer can support a wellorchestrated, holistic and inclusive approach to employee development.
Continuing to research and develop the other four leadership tracks – Leading Others, Leading
Teams, Leading Organizations and Executive Onboarding. A communication plan will be
developed for each of these tracks as they are prepared for implementation. Similar to the
Leading Self track, these higher-level tracks will include reflection steps in order to capture the
learner’s feedback and maintain a constant process of keeping the materials current and
applicable.
Partnering with other external agencies and community partners will be imperative as cohorts,
mentoring and job rotations are explored as options for another style of development. This will
occur as the development of the tracks progresses.
Leading efforts in developing an Employee Engagement program based off of the feedback
collected from the survey. This program will involve statewide facilitation at many different
levels to be able to meaningfully react to the results of the annual survey and measure the
results of the efforts implemented. Employee Engagement is one focus area of WSDOT’s
Workforce Development goal and important for the State of Washington to remain an
employer of choice. Funding will help secure resources to develop and adequately support this
program for WSDOT.

Leadership development is imperative to successfully prepare our workforce for the future. The
quality of this program is also critical to retain our current workforce as well as stay competitive as an
employer of choice. Development at all levels is essential to create and maintain a highly efficient and
effective organization. Additionally, this program supports WSDOT in building and sustaining a
workplace culture that focuses on performance, accountability and results. Training for leadership
strengthens our organization and provides continuity of operations to best serve the citizens of
Washington State.
Please contact Jeff Pelton, Director of Human Resources and Safety, at (360) 705-7042 or
PeltonJ@wsdot.wa.gov if you have any questions regarding the department’s Succession Planning &
Leadership Training.
Sincerely,

Roger Millar, PE, FASCE, FAICP
Secretary of Transportation

Attachment: DES Learning Management System (LMS) Feasibility Study, September 2018
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Executive Summary
The mission of the Washington State Department of Enterprise Services (DES) is to deliver innovative,
responsive, cost-effective, and integrated solutions and services to meet the diverse needs of its
customers.
Currently, DES supports an enterprise-wide Learning Management System (LMS), SumTotal Maestro. All
state agencies use the enterprise LMS for mandatory and elective online training (eLearning), registration
for instructor-led training (ILT), certification tests, and documentation of compliance with policies. The
LMS has over 75,000 active users, manages over 26,000 classes annually, tracks close to 70,000 course
completions per month, and stores more than 8 million training records. This application serves over 200
customer organizations including executive branch agencies, the Legislature, the Judicial branch, higher
education, boards and commissions. The LMS is the system of record for training for the State.
The purpose of the enterprise LMS is to provide an enterprise-wide, customer needs-driven solution, and
to ensure that the technology supports its stakeholders’ businesses. It is evident that the current system
is increasingly obsolete and that enterprise needs have clearly outgrown its capabilities. With its limited
capabilities, this application has been managed for 9 years with a focus on customization and
accommodation of unique customer needs, as opposed an enterprise-focused approach. Continual
customization has resulted in numerous “one-off” configurations, as well as customizations that are
impeding the application’s overall development. There has been little effort toward creating and
following standardized enterprise processes, or foundational activities such as establishing naming
conventions or routine data clean-up, further fueling the ongoing need for unique configurations and
customizations. Maintaining the status quo will lead to increased operational risk and could potentially
result in the ultimate failure of the system.
Though the current vendor has worked with WA state to address some of the issues, the current
application (SumTotal Maestro) is intended for small to medium organizations, and there are functionality
requirements which cannot be solved without replacing the system with a modern platform designed for
large, complex organizations.
Discussions with LMS and HR representatives from various state agencies clearly showed this technology
and customer-needs gap would continue to grow. Because of this, DES sought approval with the OCIO to
purchase a new LMS. To ensure the most cost-effective and business suitable option was selected, the
OCIO requested DES to first perform a feasibility study to determine the best course of action. DES
engaged OTB Solutions to work with DES to create this study.
The study intent was to consider three possible directions for DES:
1. Continue to use the current LMS and attempt optimizations where possible;
2. Upgrade the system by migrating to the current vendor’s state-of-the-art LMS package;
3. Completely replace the LMS with a state-of-the-art LMS from a different vendor.
The recommended course of action is for DES to obtain funding from the State of Washington to support
an upgrade to the current vendor’s state-of-the-art system, SumTotal Learn.
This feasibility study speaks in detail on the following pages about the current state, the options
considered, the approach used to conduct the study, and the results supporting this recommendation.
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Current State
Environment
Washington State desires to grow critically needed skillsets across Washington agencies while ensuring
compliance with mandated state and federal training through staff use of an enterprise Learning
Management System (LMS). All state agencies use the enterprise LMS for mandatory and elective online
training (eLearning), registration for instructor-led training (ILT), certification tests, and documentation of
compliance with policies.
The current SumTotal Maestro LMS system has 75,000 users across 200 organizations and hosts 70,000
course completions per month (840,000 per year). It stores over 8 million training records for WA state
employees and citizen LMS users and is the current “system of record” for training in WA State.

Unmet Business Needs
As agency use of the LMS has expanded over the past ten years, problems with the LMS have increased
for customers, support staff, and its limited technical capabilities, resulting in the following organizational
concerns:

Security concerns
All 260 LMS administrators have enterprise-level configuration and course assignment access.
Due to limited system controls, administrators are able to change or delete eLearnings, even
those belonging to different agencies. The inability to limit access has resulted in enterprise-level
impacts, with the most recent example resulting in 1,500 users being “kicked out” of an elearning and subsequently having to retake the entire 2-hour course. The current system
provides no traceability or audit capability to determine the source of these mistakes or prevent
them from occurring again. These errors result in transcript inputs that cannot be corrected on
the official system of record.

Technical environment concerns
Inadequate staging and test environments lead to some configurations being made in a
production environment without adequate testing and training, which also leads to system bugs
that are not discovered prior to being pushed out to agency customers and citizen users of the
system. This creates widespread disruption to identify and resolve across all customer groups.

Compliance concerns
Inadequate reporting and dashboard capabilities limit the ability to sufficiently manage
compliance-related worker training, including inadequate auditing and reporting capability,
including situations that warrant legally defensible course completion documented by the
system. Leaders express concern over the increased risk exposure this creates.

Learner concerns
As system errors increase, learners’ non-productive time spent redoing hours of training because
the LMS system did not document the learner’s completion for the assigned course. Many
customers have also reported their dissatisfaction with the unintuitive and unfriendly user
interface, inability to confirm course choices that lead to errors and increased technical support
needs
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LMS Administrator concerns
Customers report strong dissatisfaction due in part to inadequate system performance
(slowness), which makes basic functions like managing class roster and tracking attendance
impractical due to delayed system responses and time outs. This has resulted in most
customers/leaders implementing elaborate workarounds, duplicate processes, standalone
tracking spreadsheets, and even external IT solution development to track data and compliance
information. In addition, many have created labor-intensive workarounds to meet their business
needs for complex training structures not available through the current system. The lack of
content filtering also means every agency administrator must sift through the thousands of
courses available to all agencies to locate and assign the desired item to a user. It is reported that
these system shortcomings result in more than 10 hours per week of duplicate or extra work for
them. Agencies pay a portion of the system licensing cost and are dissatisfied that it is unable to
support multiple course formats (e.g. web, instructor led), in addition to other highly valued
system functionality.

Technical concerns
Technical support continues to diminish as the gap of the system capabilities continues to grow
between emerging technologies. The system is no longer fully supported by the vendor and is not
available on all internet browsers like Microsoft Edge and some versions of Internet Explorer,
causing further customer system problems. The architecture of the system shares servers among
all SumTotal Maestro customers, creating severe lag time for all WA users; for instance, it can
take hours to complete simple routine tasks. In addition, the system does not support
automated password change reminders, and most users have never changed LMS system
passwords. This is out of compliance with current policies for user accounts.

Support concerns
Sixty-five percent (65%) of DES help desk tickets are for LMS support, even though DES supports
150 applications. The current LMS causes an unsustainable technical support model that
compromises the team’s ability to respond to help requests in a timely manner, provide adequate
training, and maintain current system documentation. DES has attempted to mitigate this
concern by cross-training additional IT support staff and creating a mentor program resourced by
the LMS Advisory Board. In spite of these efforts, the system support needs and backlog
continue to grow. Taking advantage of new features released in the application (bringing
additional functionality and enhancement requests) have been delayed or even prevented
because the support team is unable to adequately prepare our customer base to adapt to these
changes. Additional potential internal and Extended Enterprise customer growth has been
deliberately curtailed or excluded.

Call for Action
The current system vendor has worked with WA state to address some of the issues, however, since the
system is intended for small to medium organizations, some of the problems cannot be solved without
replacing the system with a modern platform designed for large, complex organizations.
After talking with LMS and HR representatives from more than 50 state agencies, it became increasingly
clear this technology and customer-needs gap would continue to grow, and DES sought approval with the
OCIO to purchase a new LMS. In order to ensure the most cost-effective and business suitable option was
selected, the OCIO first requested DES perform a feasibility study to determine the best course of action.
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Assessment
Options Considered
The Department of Enterprise Services engaged several state agencies and an outside consulting group to
conduct a feasibility study of the LMS. The study evaluated the viability and associated impacts of three
system approaches:
1) Do not change the system - continue to use the current LMS system and optimize the way it is
used across Washington
2) Upgrade the system – migrate the vendor’s current LMS version designed for complex
organizations
3) Replace the system – Replace the current system with a new LMS solution from a different
vendor

Feasibility Study Approach
The feasibility study included assessing each of the following components:
• System demonstrations – System demonstrations from six different vendors were conducted
between March and July. Leading LMS vendors who provided in-depth system demonstrations
include The Bridge, SAP SuccessFactors, Saba, Cornerstone, NeoGov, and SumTotal.
•

Stakeholder input – All agencies assisted in drafting the script used for vendor demonstrations.
All agency LMS administrators were invited to participate in vendor demo sessions, and
evaluations were collected from stakeholders after each demonstration. Stakeholder ratings and
feedback was gathered from 73 participants from 22 different organizations. Representative
agencies included Department of Corrections, Department of Social and Health Services, Labor
and Industries, Health Care Authority, Department of Transportation, Department of Natural
Resources and 16 other agencies participating in the LMS demonstrations.

•

Stakeholder interviews - In addition to participating in system demonstrations, more than 50
customers were interviewed during in-depth listening sessions about the current LMS and its
overall support. The Office of Financial Management, the team that runs the DES Training
Center, and DES’ Enterprise Technology Support teams were also engaged to ensure their needs
were represented. In addition, a comprehensive review of all system help tickets received over
the past year gave DES a better understanding of the types of problems encountered by
customers in the current LMS.

•

Validation of business requirements – Nine representative agencies sent 30 representatives to six
different requirements validation sessions. During these sessions, technical features, usability,
reporting, learner management, training delivery and management requirements were
prioritized. Results were analyzed to ensure stakeholder needs were adequately represented.

•

Evaluation of technical implications – Following business requirements validation sessions,
technical resources from six agencies participated in evaluating 25 areas where technical impacts
should be considered, including access methods and controls, data exchange, IT operations
support & policy, technical infrastructure, and additional considerations such as OCIO/WATech
priorities.
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•

System capability assessments – Once all stakeholder/customer requirements and technical
implications were assessed and prioritized, each LMS that had been demonstrated was rated
against those requirements to determine what degree of capability each system had, whether it
was Fully Capable of meeting requirements, Capable with Workarounds, or Not Capable of
meeting WA LMS’ customer requirements.

•

Marketplace Survey – All six vendors who demonstrated their LMS were surveyed to collect
general information about system implementation and data migration approach, licensing
structure, implementation costs, system support models, training, and customer base.

•

Industry Standing – Reports from four independent 3rd party learning industry experts were
reviewed to provide additional objective validation on rankings of LMS vendors. Gartner, Fosway
and Nexus all rank the flagship SumTotal application as a Leader, or Industry Challenger when it
comes to supporting large and complex organizations.

•

Customer Base – The largest other customer on our current LMS (SumTotal Maestro) is Ace
Hardware, with an end-user base that is less than 10,000. By comparison, the University of
California system, which is as complex as the State of Washington, has over 200,000 end-users on
their instance of the state-of-the-art SumTotal platform (SumTotal Learn).
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Results
Summary
Aggregated results of all feasibility study and stakeholder feedback activities indicated that SumTotal was
the most viable LMS selection across all areas assessed, and included the following considerations:
•

SumTotal Learn meets all validated business and compliance-related requirements

•

Overall migration risks and timeline are reduced by using the current vendor due to the
complexity of migrating 8,000,000 training records and 26,000 classes

•

Overall time-to-value (system in use) is significantly reduced:

•

•

o

SumTotal already being approved as a Learning System vendor, therefore no RFP
development, review and selection process is needed

o

SumTotal has already passed the Office of Cybersecurity Review, as its shared system
architecture is in place for DOTs Talent Management system.

Significantly lower cost to implement and maintain SumTotal System
o

SumTotal waived all one-time implementation fees, valued at over $200,000, provided
that all sites launch the new system on a discrete date (

o

SumTotal waived all subscription services fees, valued at over $150,000

o

LMS administrators and SumTotal support team have business relationship, common
language and overall system understanding, drastically reducing the overall learning
curve to support the new system.

Comparative study of all LMS vendors system capabilities, compliance capabilities, demo ratings,
and overall cost resulted in SumTotal as the logical, financial, and customer-based decision.

LMS Components Assessed
System Capabilities Scores
Compliance-Based Capabilities
Stakeholder Demo Ratings
Marketplace Survey

Top Score
SumTotal
SumTotal
Saba
SumTotal

SumTotal's Relative Scores
.025 above Cornerstone
Tied with Cornerstone
0.5 point below Saba
7 points above Saba

Table 1-SumTotal Outcomes on Feasibility Study Components
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Component Ratings
Business & Functional Requirements
SumTotal received the top score for system capabilities that met stakeholder validated business and
functional requirements as a result of the following requirements validation activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

All existing DES documentation was reviewed, including a partial RFI, notes from various
stakeholder interviews, feedback on vendor demos, a list of features demonstrated at the vendor
demos, results of internal, informal surveys and features list from various sources.
A comprehensive list of features and requirements was developed.
Impacted stakeholders participated in reviewing, and prioritizing their required functionality
Based on vendor demos and other inquiries, a numerical rating was attributed based on the
degree to which each requirement was met/not met.
Vendor system capabilities were assessed based on this numerical score.
SumTotal and Cornerstone received the highest ratings for this category:

Compliance-Based Capabilities
SumTotal tied with Cornerstone for the top score when measuring compliance-based capabilities such as
accessibility, audit trail, and security features:
•
•

Each system was evaluated to determine the degree to which it met/did not meet WA
compliance needs
SumTotal and Cornerstone received identical ratings for this category:
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Marketplace Survey
SumTotal received the top score on the marketplace survey based on licensing structure, implementation
costs, data migration approach and support model.
•
•
•

A set of questions were developed collaboratively with DES Contracts Staff to ensure no impact
on future procurements or this feasibility study.
All six vendors who demonstrated their system were surveyed about licensing approach, support
models, migration activities and implementation approaches.
Each vendor’s response was ranked by total score:

Stakeholder Demo Evaluations
Stakeholder demo feedback placed SumTotal’s score within ½ point of the top-scoring system, with very
little variation between stakeholders’ assessments of each vendors’ product.
•
•

Stakeholder demo feedback was gathered from 73 participants from 22 different organizations
across six different vendor demos.
A standardized script was provided to each vendor for their session, and participants rated each
section on a 5-point Likert scale based on their assessment for each rated item, including user
interface, learner management functionality, manager features, course management
functionality, analytics and reporting, and instructor interactions.
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Proposed Solution
Solution Design & Deliverables
The proposed approach involves cloud-based COTS solutions with system configuration versus coding
customizations, and an open API architecture. Recommendations also include implementation of a oneway data feed(s) from HR/IT system(s) to automate user account management.
SumTotal has expansion modules for talent management, onboarding, and other performance
management capabilities. The proposed solution furthers strategic plans by integrating components,
reusing already-collected data, and positions the department to be in alignment with the long-term goals
of the OneWashington project for integrated human capital management.

Project Management & Organization
The LMS upgrade project would include several levels of project governance, including executive
sponsorship and steering committee leadership through a new enterprise LMS Executive Steering
Committee. These leaders would receive regular status reports and be empowered to make decisions
impacting the project and to remove any barriers to progress. An external QA resource would ensure
project quality and effective risk management.
In addition, the existing state-wide LMS Advisory Group would evaluate and recommend standards and
resolve issues associated with the maintenance and routine updates of the LMS system. The Project
Team, including sub-workgroups focused on specific tasks like training, testing, data clean-up, etc. would
be comprised of agencies’ key LMS stakeholders, providing design and implementation input as the
system is configured user interfaces designed, technical decisions considered, processes standardized,
and data migration decisions made.*
DES remains the business owner of the enterprise application and has the responsibility to represent all
stakeholders regardless of size. Because of this, DES retains final decision-making authority with regard
to the enterprise LMS. One of DES’ pillars is Customer Satisfaction. This means customers are frequently
interviewed using the Listening to Understand methodology and different facilitation techniques to
ensure stakeholder involvement.

*Project resource details are outlined in the cost model as part of the Decision Package & IT Addendum.
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Estimated Timeframe & Work Plan
The overall SumTotal Learn system upgrade would be anticipated to cutover to the new platform in the
spring of 2020, followed by a 90-day stabilization period, with the following proposed high-level timeline:

Major efforts and key deliverables required to meet this overall implementation target include the
following workstreams and proposed timelines:
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•

Integrated Organizational Change Management (OCM) – develop OCM plan and identify agencylevel change coordinators (stakeholders) who will lead efforts to reduce resistance to the LMS
upgrade through communications, implementing two-way feedback loops, building LMS
capabilities/skills, contribute to go-live support plan development, and participate in
organizational readiness activities.
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•

Enterprise Business Process Integration – standardize key processes to enable enterprise-level
LMS system implementation, to include process discovery, roadmap development, chartering
enterprise process integration initiatives, developing supporting documentation, training, and
monitoring of adherence to new these key processes.
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•

Data Conversion & Migration – agency and enterprise-level readying/cleanup of user completion
history, organizational data, forms, and curricula for migration, including data mapping and
standardization of data fields, data integrity testing, and data conversion/migration.
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•

Configuration – setting system options to enable needed system functionality to support
enterprise learning needs, including configuration workshop participation and extensive testing
activities.
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•

System Testing – ensuring system settings and data integrity function as expected, including
system configuration, data migration, user account management and other business processes,
and user acceptance testing for the new system.
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•

Administrator & User Training – ensuring users and system administrators know how to use the
system, based on individual roles and responsibilities. This includes curriculum development,
developing training approach, scheduling training for admins and users, developing and delivering
ILT and elearning modules to support use of the new system.
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•

Go-Live & Stabilization – ensuring support for a smooth system launch event, to include cutover
plan development, dry run, technical support team structure, data conversion/import, validation
and opening the new system to users.
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Expense summary
The following proposed services and/or materials would be purchased for an estimated overall cost of
$2.24 million over approximately 14 months, with a targeted go-live in spring of 2020:
• Decision Package – The following table summarizing high-level cost will be included in a Decision
Package to be submitted in October 2018, requesting funds in support of the effort to upgrade to
SumTotal Learn:
Information Technology Items in this DP
(insert rows as required)
SumTotal Learn licenses - annual increase for licenses
(ongoing)
One-time SumTotal Learn implementation cost (assumes
big-bang launch & data migration)
18 resources comprised of both project staff (FTEs) and
contracted resources for one-time (temporary) additional
DES support for SumTotal upgrade & data migration

FY 2020

FY 2021

FY 2022

FY 2023

210,000

210,000

210,000

210,000

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

$210,000

$210,000

$210,000

2,029,000

One-time costs for outside professional services for:
•
Management Analyst for LMS M&O (1 resource)
•
Enterprise Configuration (2 resources)
•
Administrative Assistant (1 resource)
•
Project Management (1 contracted resource)
•
Organizational Change Management (2 contracted
resources)
•
Quality Assurance (1 contracted resource)
•
Data Conversion Support (1 resource)
•
User Experience/UI Design (2 contracted resources)
•
User Acceptance Test Manager (1 contracted
resource)
•
eLearning Development (2 contracted resources)
•
Training Specialists (4 resources)
Total Cost

•

•

$2,239,000

System Implementation & Data Migration – SumTotal has waived their standard implementation
& migration fees (quoted as a $200,000 value) to implement the recommended system using a
“big bang” approach (i.e., all Agencies migrate simultaneously off Maestro onto the Learn
platform). SumTotal is also including subscription services valued at around $150,000/year.
SumTotal provided client references, demonstrating their ability to service large and complex
public enterprises.
Annual SumTotal Learn Licenses – cost to support 65,000 users annually is $680,000. As DES
already funds licenses for the LMS, the Decision Package request is to cover the yearly increased
cost of $210,000.
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Assumptions
•

Funding: The project will launch in July of 2019 assuming funding is secured through this Decision
Package.

•

In-Kind Project Resources: LMS administrators, training managers, and other LMS-designated roles
are expected to provide in-kind resource support for up to 0.25 FTE as part of their expected job
functions. Roles and responsibilities include:
o Participation in enterprise process standardization
o Agency-level data clean-up for migration readiness support
o Agency-specific change coordination activities (e.g. communications, process changes)
o System configuration decisions
o User Acceptance Testing
o Role-specific training
* Funding for in-kind roles are excluded in this DP. Agencies who desire position backfill or
additional resources are responsible for securing approval and funding for contract or FTE
resources separate from the enterprise LMS upgrade project, unless expressly included in the
submitted Decision Package and IT Addendum.
** LMS Agency Administrators and other key roles will act as Organizational Change Consultants
(OCCs). They will receive a 2-hour Organizational Change Management overview, and 2 hours of
Readiness Methodology training in preparation for that role. DES will provide this training within
current resources at no additional cost.
Enterprise-Wide (big bang) Launch: The LMS upgrade will launch on a discrete date for all WA LMS
users.

•
•

Discovery: This proposal assumes that adequate discovery of enterprise business processes and
migration readiness activities result in a roadmap which will be drafted prior to 7/1/2019 LMS
upgrade project launch.

•

Data Feeds: A one-way data feed will be designed to receive employee data from HRMS, Active
Directory and any other source systems, utilizing standard security and data transfer protocols.

•

Domains: Agencies desiring extensive customization/LMS branding and configuration of a subdomains will secure funds independent of the enterprise LMS upgrade project. Agencies will be
allowed to configure their domains and sub-domains while remaining under the umbrella of the
enterprise to coincide with launch of the upgraded system. Agencies will absorb the resource(s), and
any technical costs of establishing their own domains. Agencies whose domains represent deviations
in navigation or “look and feel” from the enterprise instance will accept the costs to develop agencyspecific training.

•

LMS Support Model: The DES support model for LMS will not change through this system upgrade.

•

Enterprise Training: A train-the-trainer approach will enable agencies to identify a capable training
resource for their own agency at no additional expense. This resource will be expected to fully
participate in all LMS-related training, followed by providing adequate training to their agency’s users.
Full access to enterprise training materials is included in this approach. Agencies who desire
additional training resources are responsible for securing approval and funding for contract or FTE
resources separate from the enterprise LMS upgrade project. Train-the-trainer resources provided
will be experienced facilitators/trainers.

•

Agency Participation: All organizations using the LMS will fully participate and manage their
organization’s interests through guided preparation of their agency’s Maestro data migration,
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necessary enterprise and agency-level discovery and planning efforts, process improvement projects,
system configuration and data management decisions, and other LMS system implementation
activities in support of a successful shared go-live event within their agency.
•

DOT Instance of Talent Management: DOT will cover the cost to bring their Talent Management
records, including Performance Management into the enterprise instance of the LMS. This is
expected to cost between $50,000 and $100,000.
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Objectives
Conformity with Agency IT Portfolio
Strategic Alignment
Upgrading SumTotal to the Learn LMS platform aligns with the Enterprise Technology Strategic Plan in
several ways:
• The investment will allow the enterprise to identify common business practices and implement
consistent, standardized processes through the implementation of one shared solution
• The system will bring compliance with state accessibility requirements (WCAG2.0 and Section
508) – SumTotal invests $2 million each year to ensure leading edge accessibility features and
capability
• The project ensures partnership with OneWA, who in conjunction with OCIO approved this
Feasibility Study – the need for an improved LMS is immediate, but OneWA implementation is
targeted for 2026, eight years from now – the upgrade sets the stage for seamless interface or
replacement in the future
• The upgrade provides an opportunity for another State agency, WSDOT, who currently utilizes
the current LMS platform and also the upgraded platform for Performance Management /
Succession Planning – upgrading the LMS would eliminate their need to support two different
systems

Technical Alignment
Upgrading SumTotal to the Learn LMS platform aligns with technical aspects of ETS’ strategic plans
through the following:
• The upgrade supports the “Cloud First” sensibilities of the State’s IT Strategic Plan – the
enterprise platform utilizes SAAS/Cloud-based technology thereby modernizing the system’s
infrastructure and reducing reliance on the existing legacy system(s)
• The upgraded LMS is scalable, being designed for large complex organizations; it allows the
enterprise to easily bring on additional modules if there is a perceived need – scalability will allow
for the natural growth of the State’s employees and provide capacity to pursue an increase in
extended enterprise end-users
• The SumTotal Learn system uses open application programming interface (API) and is
implemented based on feature configuration, with no technical code writing required
• The upgrade brings a reporting architecture consistent with the needs of a large enterprise,
putting the State of Washington into their own database (the current system’s reporting
database is shared by ALL customers and mistakes by other customers negatively impact
performance) – in addition to a dedicated database, the architecture provides 13 datasets, has
the capability to add additional datasets, and greatly improves reporting capabilities
• User account management will be automated through data integration solutions with HRIS with
the state Active Directory through ADFS or equivalent approach in a one-way data feed through
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•

•

•
•

routine schedule WaTech Secure File Transfer or equivalent architecture to ensure secured data
exchange
This system enables a mobile workforce through the ability to complete learning assignments via
smart phone or tablet, providing modern learning tools that promote collaboration and
productivity of employees, as described in Executive Order 16-07 – this functionality includes
“store forward” capability, allowing end-users to complete classes while offline, with progress
being uploaded and tracked in the LMS once reconnected (this functionality is essential to
WSDOT, DNR and the Parks who have staff in remote locations with spotty or no network access)
SumTotal uses role-based security to ensure resources are constrained to the appropriate access,
functionality and information, eliminating the chance for LMS Administrators to adversely affect
the work product of the enterprise or other agencies
This system is compatible with state single sign-on standards and data integration standards
The SumTotal Learn environment can easily be configured to deliver customized user experience
and workflow management, enabling the enterprise to provide individualized configuration to
agencies and thus eliminate the need to add branding or functional features through custom
programming or shadow systems. This is accomplished through SumTotal’s domain capability,
which is one of the top requirements specified by agencies. Using this functionality, agencies can
segment into their own domain allowing them greater control while still remaining under the
enterprise umbrella for reporting. Domains allow for:
o Branding and theming
o Notifications
o Workflows and approvals
o Permissions
o User account creation
o Sub-domains for large organizations
o Domain level security which allows only administrators within that domain to
access, update or delete courses, classes, groups, users, audiences, and
resources
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Measurable Business Outcomes
Indicator of Success

Measured by

Technical Performance

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Fewer Tier 1 and Tier 2 Support tickets
Increased system speed
Increased speed when creating advanced or compliance reports
Reduced time to upload a course (currently it takes 24 hours for a course
to become active once it is uploaded)
Fewer workarounds and shadow systems
Increased use of the LMS for reporting and surveys.

Improved Security

1.

Zero instances where an Agency LMS Administrator affects enterprise
courses, or courses created by a different agency.

Course / class creation

1.
2.

Less time spent creating a course and associating classes with the
course.
A faster way to add outside / one-off courses to the LMS.

Compliance Reporting

1.
2.

Ability to create reliable compliance reports
Ability to conduct negative reporting

Ability to create complex
learning structures such as
academy or in-services

1.
2.

The number of academies and in-services created increases
Greater ease and less time spent attempting to create complex learning
structures

Customer-Centered Technology
The intuitive user interface, system reliability, and updates in the design of the administrative functions in
SumTotal’s Learn product are expected to result in overall efficiencies for LMS administrators through:
•

Reducing or eliminating multiple workstreams and duplicate processes that are now
necessary due to inadequate system functionality and performance.

•

Elimination of unique system customizations and workarounds.

Increased efficiencies for Agency LMS administrators and agency LMS end-users. The modern user
interface and the updates in the design of the administrative section of the LMS will reduce the time it
takes to perform main tasks in the system, like adding a course, reducing the time it takes to generate
reports. Learners will find the User Interface easier to navigate, easier searches, and personalized
recommendations which reduce the time spent looking for and enrolling in courses. These leaner
improvements should translate to shorter time to proficiency for employees in new roles as efficacies in
delivering learning will make it easier for an employee in a new role to come up the learning curve as well
as complete all required training and certifications.
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Impacts and Organizational Effects
This proposal is for an upgrade of the existing LMS system from a legacy system designed to support
small/medium organizations to an industry-leading system with state-of-the-art functionality and security
features, which also supports compliance reporting and accessibility, operates on a modern platform, and
is provided by the same vendor as our current solution. For this system to deliver its expected benefits,
Organizational Change Management activities must include development and adherence to enterprise
LMS design principles, standardization of key associated business processes, and completion of agencylevel data cleanup, conversion, and migration readiness activities for over 200 organizations using the
current LMS. This project is structured to address these two critical OCM elements.
Enterprise Process Development, Standardization, Operationalization - Between October 2018 and July
2019 time will be devoted to enterprise process re-engineering. Individuals from agencies will be invited
to participate in workshops with a goal of establishing enterprise processes that work for the State of WA
as a whole. OCM efforts around Process changes will include leveraging the Awareness, Desire,
Knowledge, Ability, Reinforcement (ADKAR) model to gain acceptance to operationalize and standardize
these new enterprise processes. These activities are expected to happen without additional DP funding
for the initial discovery and planning efforts.
Communication – Project communication will also follow the ADKAR model to ensure stakeholders are
kept aware of what is happening throughout the project. Leveraging ADKAR for communication will help
effectively and strategically move people and organizations through the transformative cycle of change.
Readiness - Once the project officially begins (receives funding) in July of 2019, the first four months are
set aside to preform essential readiness tasks that we refer to as “Upgrade Ready through Project Work”.
These tasks will include data clean-up and other typical readiness tasks. The project will leverage an OCM
model to identify functional impacts and readiness tasks. Readiness tasks will be tracked using a
red/yellow/green model.
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LMS-related data and business process readiness and business process readiness activities are will start in
October 2018. Agencies are expected to provide resources “in-kind” up to 0.25 FTE throughout the
project. These resources will serve as Organizational Change Coordinators (OCCs) on the project and will
help with completion of OCM related tasks such as enterprise process re-engineering/standardization,
readiness, communication, testing, training, etc. Starting Q4, 2018, DES will provide 4 hours of OCM
training to agency OCCs to help them prepare for this project.
Sponsorship - To reinforce these changes, a multi-organization Executive Steering Committee (ESC) is also
being formed. This group will champion the LMS replacement effort and subsequent LMS, resolve
disputes brought to them from the LMS Advisory Board, and help enact a governance structure.
Training - The lack of training for new LMS administrators, supervisors, and associated roles is another
deficient area within the LMS. As part of the implementation effort, the following training efforts are
planned.
1. Train the trainer model for LMS administrators, Supervisors, and associated roles. This training
will focus on ensuring our end-users are able to perform critical duties within the LMS.
Additionally, individuals participating in train the trainer activities return to their agency as a
LMS super-user and are able to continue training efforts in house once the implementation has
passed.
2. ELearning will be used to develop micro learnings for end-users of all types. From Agency LMS
Administrator down to learners within agencies.
3. All existing help documentation will be updated to reflect the current system.
4. The existing mentor program championed by the LMS Advisory Board will continue.
Resistance to Change - Several agencies have indicated a preference to abandon the current vendor due
to frustration with the current outdated LMS system, so there are stakeholder resistance and adoption
risks requiring deliberate planning. The Feasibility Study was designed to begin addressing resistance to
change early on, and to head off anticipated resistance if the recommendation was to proceed with the
current vendor. Communication throughout the feasibility study, leading up to the recommendation
release has been geared to ensure collaboration, awareness, understanding, and acceptance of the
recommendation that was an outcome of the Feasibility Study. Going forward, it will be important to
purposely execute interventions to reduce cross-agency stakeholder resistance to upgrading the system
with the existing vendor.
Reinforcement - The current DES and Agency-specific LMS administrators will continue to support the
new system once installed, and there is no major impact to existing organizational structure expected.
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Risk Management
The following table outlines high-level risks considered in this feasibility study:

Organizational Impact
Risk Description

Level

Anticipated Mitigation

Executive Steering Committee unable to reach
consensus on key organizational business
decisions

Med

Employ facilitated decision-making sessions
designed to achieve needed outcomes; help
executives and agency heads understand
business implications of decisions; ensure all
concerns are addressed in a manner that
supports consensus where possible.

Consequences of not resolving = delay to project
implementation or compromising achievement of
outcomes.

Leave final decision making authority in the
hands of DES as the enterprise business
owner of the LMS for questions or issues
otherwise unresolved.
Agency-level stakeholders unable to adhere to
enterprise-level processes, readiness activity
timelines

Med

Consequences of not resolving = failure to achieve
project outcomes; introducing variation into
enterprise business processes; delay of data
migration and system implementation; inability to
deliver expected enterprise reports.

Employ OCM tools and techniques to
overcome resistance, implement and engage
agency champion role and change
coordinators from the beginning of the
project; escalate to executive steering as
needed to overcome obstacles and provide
direction.

Conform to change control best practices for
managing an enterprise application.
Enterprise business process integration discovery
has not yet been completed

High

Consequences of not resolving=unknown level of
resistance to adopting enterprise processes,
unknown level of work effort to standardize
critical processes, and unknown implications of
low adoption for critical enterprise-level business
processes.

Conduct end-to-end process mapping of hireto-term value stream, assess stakeholder
variability at agency vs. enterprise level;
identify ideal future state and collaboratively
design enterprise process with agency
stakeholders.
Employ OCM tools and techniques to
overcome resistance and increase adoption
through the change lifecycle.

Development Effort
Risk Description
Unforeseen obstacles

Level
Low

Anticipated Mitigation
Identify impacts, options, and work with
project leaders to determine mitigation
approach to implement, as deemed
appropriate by sponsors and project leader.
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Technology
Risk Description

Level

Anticipated Mitigation

Failure to timely build and implement integration
with outside key systems (HRIS, AD, etc)

Med

Achieve project charter and timeline buy-in
(sign off) by key executives prior to
workstream start.

Consequences of not resolving = failure to meet
project timelines and delay of go-live; readiness
projects are dependent on this happing prior to
DP funding to free up capacity to conduct
implementation and migration readiness activities.
Data migration discovery has not been conducted

Ensure clarity in understanding and support of
this recommendation as a key success factor
to achieve project goals of improving
efficiency and creating capacity to complete
project implementation activities.
High

Consequences of not resolving = unknown degree
of type and work effort each agency will need to
complete in preparation for data migration into
new system. This increases risk of agencies
migrating “bad” LMS data into new system if they
fail to progress to plan.

Conduct detailed assessment of stakeholder
data status, focused on identifying user
completion history, organizational data,
forms, and curricula to be excluded from data
migration efforts. (e.g. duplicates, corrupted
files, unused, etc).
Alternately, agency-level data cleanup could
be continued after migration to new system
for agencies not completed ahead of data
migration (not recommended).

Organizational Capacity
Risk Description
Competing priorities for critical staff participants
would impact the team’s ability to perform key
enterprise level business process integration and
data cleanup

Level
High

Consequences of not resolving=increased risk of
agencies migrating bad/old data into the new
system (incomplete migration readiness), and
increased resistance to adopting enterprise-level
business processes.

Inadequate funding for the estimated state
resource requirements
Consequences of not resolving = project
implementation is delayed/compromised

Anticipated Mitigation
Project Executive Steering Committee and
project leaders will be kept apprised of
stakeholder progress, and escalation kept
clear to ensure project success.
Project leaders can also delegate project
responsibilities to another project team
member as needed to ensure progress to
plan.

Med

To ensure critical path tasks are addressed,
project readiness and implementation tasks
will be prioritized, and resources focused as
follows:
• Critical: unable to implement without
• Dependent: able to implement,
workarounds necessary,
• Desirable: able to implement without
workarounds
To ensure critical path tasks are addressed,
project readiness and implementation tasks
will be prioritized, and resources focused as
follows:
• Critical: unable to implement without
• Dependent: able to implement,
workarounds necessary,
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•
Inadequate funding for the estimated vendor
resource requirements
Consequences of not resolving = project
implementation is delayed/compromised

Med

Desirable: able to implement without
workarounds

Work with project leaders/executive sponsors
to ensure pre-work is focused on items that
will optimize the current environment, create
capacity of LMS administrators and support
teams to ensure no effort is wasted if DP
funding for the vendor is inadequate to move
forward with implementation.
Alternately, work on additional funding
options to continue implementation plans.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 – Business Requirements Validation
Six facilitated group sessions were held with LMS stakeholders from various state agencies for the
purpose of determining and prioritizing business requirements for the enterprise LMS system.
Lists of categorized requirements were provided, and attendees were asked to indicate their top priorities
on the given lists, identify any missing or additional requirements, and which requirements were nonnegotiable due to legal or policy requirements.
Results from each of these sessions were tallied, and then the requirements were ranked in several ways
from most important or critical to least important or critical. The rankings were calculated based on:
•
•
•
•

Raw results from the sessions using actual number of votes for each requirement from the actual
number of meeting attendees
Vote counts normalized to represent each individual requirements meeting as though there were
12 total attendees
Vote counts normalized to represent the voting results as though each participating agency sent
a total of 5 people as voting delegates
Vote counts weighted to represent relative size of each participating agency

The table appearing on the following three pages depicts the ranked requirements (sorted by the agency
size weighted ranking). Each of the ranking methods has two columns – the first being the number of
votes (after adjustment for the ranking method), and the second being the relative rank based on the
number of votes. The color shading goes from darker green to white in the vote count column, with
darker green being the highest number of votes, and white being the lowest. The ranking column goes
from darker blue to light blue to white to light red to darker red, with darker blue being a higher rank, and
darker red begin a lower rank.
The color shading is a good indicator that no matter which method is used to sort the ranking, the top 30
requirements remain essentially the same in all 4 columns, which was an interesting result and an
indicator that enterprise agencies are generally on the same page with regards to what they are looking
for in an LMs.
Note that non-negotiable requirements appear in red print, and generally fell fairly low in the rankings
(more in the white to darker red areas), as meeting participants were instructed not to indicate those as a
priority, as they would be included automatically as non-negotiable business requirements for the
enterprise LMS.
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Appendix 2- System Demonstrations: Vendor Capabilities
System demonstrations from six different vendors were conducted between March and July 2018.
Leading LMS vendors who provided in-depth system demonstrations include The Bridge, SAP
SuccessFactors, Saba, Cornerstone, NeoGov, and SumTotal.
Each vendor was provided with the same “script” well in advance of their demo. The document
contained a list of categories and functionalities that DES desired the vendor to demonstrate to the
audience over a 3-hour period.
After the demos were complete, the capabilities of each vendor was evaluated against the list of business
requirements resulting from the Business Requirements Validation sessions, using a 3-point scale:
•
•
•

A score of 3 indicates a vendor system provides full capability around that requirement
A score of 2 indicates the vendor system has capability around the requirement, but that some
customization or consideration of business process might be needed to meet the need
A score of 1 indicates the vendor system has either no capability, capability that does NOT meet
the requirement, or capability that is immature or not fully developed.

Additionally, as the vendors all had the same list of topics to cover, if a particular requirement was NOT
covered during the demonstration, the vendor received a score of 0 (zero).
The figures on the following pages depict these results in two different ways. The first 3 pages provide
just the scores for each vendor versus the business requirements. The subsequent 4 pages provide a
little more detail, including comments around the capability in addition to the numerical score.
Average score for each vendor is calculated at the bottom of each set of figures.
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Appendix 3 – System Demonstrations: Stakeholder Input
All agency LMS administrators were invited to participate in the vendor system demonstration sessions.
Stakeholder ratings and feedback was gathered from 73 participants from 22 different organizations.
Representative agencies included Department of Corrections, Department of Social and Health Services,
Labor and Industries, Health Care Authority, Department of Transportation, Department of Natural
Resources and 16 other agencies participating in the LMS demonstrations.
The pre-demonstration script was given to all 6 vendors prior to their visit. The script was mirrored in a
feedback form which was broken into 6 sections for demo attendees to rate, and include any specific
written feedback. The six sections DES requested the vendors to address were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

User Interface
Learner Management
Manager Features
Course Management
Analytics
Instructor Interactions

The rating scale used was a 5-point scale, with 5 being “Really Like”, 4 being “Like”, 3 being “Neutral”, 2
being “Do Not Like”, 1 being “Really Do Not Like”.
The ratings were tallied for each feedback survey respondent and averaged by vendor. The following
table represents the results of this scoring for the individual sections as well as overall. The shading of
the scores represents the relative value of the vendor in that category, with green being the best, and
lightening to yellow for the worst:

Vendor
Saba
Bridge
CornerStone
SumTotal
SAP
NeoGov

User
Interface
4.67
4.40
4.44
4.04
3.55
3.00

Learner
Management
4.38
4.23
4.06
3.92
3.65
2.33

Manager
Features
4.36
4.15
4.44
4.09
3.85
2.00

Course
Management
4.42
4.35
4.00
4.14
3.40
2.67

Analytics
4.55
4.61
4.56
3.86
3.94
2.50

Instructor
Interactions
4.50
4.13
4.00
4.29
3.71
2.50

Overall
Average
4.48
4.40
4.27
4.04
3.70
2.50
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Appendix 4 – Marketplace Survey
The six vendors who demonstrated their LMS were surveyed to collect general information about system
implementation and data migration approach, licensing structure, implementation costs, system support
models, training, and customer base. The survey included 11 questions.
All six vendors provided responses to the questions in various levels of detail by the deadline requested
by DES.
The questions were weighted with regard for their relative importance to the feasibility study and
subsequent recommendation, in addition to their impact on an implementation of the vendor’s system.
The weighting scale was from 1 to 3, with 1 representing an item of less relative importance or impact, to
3 representing an item of high importance or impact.
Vendor responses were then rated on a scale of 1 to 3 and considered both in terms of the character of
the response, the excellence level of the vendor’s capability, cost, approach, etc., and to the relative
quality of the response/capability to the other vendors. The weighted scores were then tallied, with the
maximum possible score being 84, and lowest possible score being 28.
The tables on the following two pages show the results of the comparative scoring for the marketplace
survey.
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Appendix 5 – Additional Consideration: LMS Industry Standings
As additional consideration around vendor capabilities and reputation in the industry for this feasibility
study, the following independent ratings from Gartner Group, Nucleus Research, Aragon Research and
Fosway Group depict SumTotal’s consistent industry standing as a strategic challenger, visionary, and
learning leader:
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